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Abstract – A modiﬁcation of the MM-PBSA technique for calculating binding aﬃnities of
biomolecular complexes is presented. Classical molecular dynamics is used to explore the motion
of the extended interface between two peptides derived from the BRC4 repeat of BRCA2 and the
eukaryotic recombinase RAD51. The resulting trajectory is sampled using the linear-scaling density
functional theory code, onetep, to determine from ﬁrst principles, and with high computational
eﬃciency, the relative free energies of binding of the ∼2800 atom receptor-ligand complexes. This
new method provides the basis for computational interrogation of protein-protein and protein-
ligand interactions within ﬁelds ranging from chemical biological studies to small-molecule binding
behaviour, with both unprecedented chemical accuracy and aﬀordable computational expense.
Copyright c© EPLA, 2010
Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are fundamental
to all biological processes. The interrogation of PPIs
amenable to chemical biological studies or small-molecule
therapeutic intervention is an increasingly important ﬁeld
and, as such, new methods that provide insight into
the behaviour of PPIs are of great interest. Computa-
tional methods that are capable of elucidating features
of molecular recognition, such as PPI binding hotspots
and binding aﬃnities, are likely to drive experimental
approaches to studying macromolecular complexes by
deﬁning the binding behaviour of peptides derived from
existing structures and, more excitingly, structures that
are not amenable to experimental structure determina-
tion. Existing approaches to calculating free energies of
binding of protein complexes from force ﬁeld based mole-
cular dynamics (MD) vary in their degree of accuracy
and computational expense. These range from methods
such as free energy perturbation and thermodynamic
integration [1], which follow a rigorous (but computa-
tionally very expensive) procedure, to approaches which
rely on various approximations, such as the Molecular
Mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area (MM-PBSA)
(a)E-mail: djc56@cam.ac.uk
method [2]. However, interactions at the typical length
scales of protein-protein interfaces are governed by the
laws of quantum mechanics (QM), so it would be more
appropriate to perform calculations with ﬁrst-principles
QM approaches. Density Functional Theory (DFT) is the
most widely used ﬁrst-principles approach as it combines
computational eﬃciency with the ability to calculate very
accurate binding energies in, e.g., biomolecules, as it
describes, by construction, the electronic density distribu-
tion and its changes, such as charge transfer and polarisa-
tion, which take place upon association [3]. These crucial
eﬀects are not included in commonly employed classi-
cal force ﬁelds and, even though recent developments
with polarisable force ﬁeld models are promising, they
are not as transferable or as accurate as ﬁrst-principles
approaches [4].
However, the applicability of DFT (and other ﬁrst-
principles approaches) to biomolecular assemblies is
hindered by its computational expense, which in general
is at least three orders of magnitude larger than force
ﬁeld methods, but most importantly by the scaling of
the computational eﬀort, which increases as the third
(or greater) power of the number of atoms in the simula-
tion. Several QM/MM approaches [5], which combine the
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accuracy of quantum mechanics in a small region with the
eﬃciency of MM in a larger region, have been developed
to address this computational bottleneck. These provide
improved properties compared with pure MM approaches
but they require great care as they suﬀer from the
arbitrariness and eﬀect of the coupling scheme between
the two regions. Furthermore, they are not applicable in
cases such as PPIs as the contact surface area can be as
large as the proteins themselves. In this letter, we address
this problem by using a new generation of DFT approach
whose computational cost scales linearly with the number
of atoms, allowing DFT calculations to be performed on
entire protein-protein interfaces. In particular, we use the
onetep [6] linear-scaling DFT program, which has been
developed as a code for parallel computers [7] with novel
and highly eﬃcient algorithms that allow calculations
for systems of tens of thousands of atoms [8]. onetep
is unique as it achieves linear-scaling computational cost
with plane-wave accuracy, meaning that the energy and
other computed properties can be improved systemati-
cally by increasing a single parameter, equivalent to the
energy cut-oﬀ in conventional plane-wave pseudopotential
DFT approaches. Another point that we need to consider
is that the interactions in biological systems are inher-
ently dynamical and, hence, we need to combine large
scale DFT calculations with methods that sample the
conformational space spanned by our proteins. Towards
this goal, we present a modiﬁcation of the MM-PBSA
technique for calculating the relative binding aﬃnities of
biomolecular complexes, which we call QM-PBSA.
The traditional MM-PBSA approach [2] computes free
energy diﬀerences between bound and unbound states
and has been used to study the relative binding aﬃni-
ties of many diﬀerent systems including small molecules
to proteins [9] and PPIs [10]. In the single trajectory
approach [11], the MM-PBSA method requires a MD
simulation of a receptor-ligand complex in a periodic box
with explicit water, from which a set of representative
structures are extracted. Water molecules and, usually,
counter-ions are removed and the free energy of binding
of the ligand to the receptor calculated according to
∆GMM = 〈∆EMM 〉+ 〈∆GMMPBSA〉−T 〈∆SMM 〉, (1)
where 〈∆EMM 〉 is the binding energy, usually a sum of van
der Waals (vdW) and electrostatic (EL) terms from the
MM force ﬁeld, averaged over the ensemble of snapshots
that are extracted from the MD simulation. Similarly,
〈∆GMMPBSA〉 is the binding free energy of solvation from the
Poisson-Boltzmann continuum solvation model (including
electrostatic solvation free energy (PB) and free energy
due to surface area (SA)), averaged over the snapshots.
Finally, 〈∆SMM 〉 is the gas phase binding entropy of the
molecules which is usually computed from a normal mode
analysis and averaged over the ensemble of snapshots.
Often we are interested in relative free energies of binding
of various ligands to the same receptor:
∆∆GMM = ∆〈∆EEL〉+∆〈∆EvdW 〉+∆〈∆GPB〉
+∆〈∆GSA〉−T∆〈∆SMM 〉, (2)
where the gas phase and solvation energies have been
separated into polar and non-polar contributions.
In this work we introduce a new approach for PBSA
calculations where, instead of using a classical force ﬁeld
to obtain the energy EMM of each snapshot, we use a full
DFT quantum-mechanical calculation. We will represent
this energy as EQM =EDFT +Edisp, where Edisp is a
dispersion correction [12] to the total DFT energy, EDFT .
For each snapshot we then include the solvation free
energy as the weighted polar part of the solvation free
energy from the MM calculation, plus the unweighted non-
polar part, according to the formula
∆GQMPBSA =∆GPB ×
(
∆EDFT
∆EEL
)nPB
+∆GSA. (3)
nPB is determined by a best-ﬁt power law curve to
a plot of ∆GPB against ∆EEL and is motivated by
observations that complexes that are more strongly bound
in the gas phase also tend to have higher solution phase
binding free energies, which corresponds to nPB < 1. We
have made the assumptions that the polar part of the
solvation free energy in QM-PBSA, ∆GQMPB , follows the
same power law behaviour as its classical counterpart,
∆GPB , and that, scaling of the short-range exchange-
repulsion contributions, which are included in ∆EDFT but
not in ∆EEL, by the exponent nPB does not contribute
signiﬁcantly to the total QM free energy of binding.
With this approach we are able to calculate diﬀerences in
binding free energies in a fashion analogous to MM-PBSA,
but where the gas phase energies now come directly from
ﬁrst-principles quantum mechanics:
∆∆GQM = ∆〈∆EDFT 〉+∆〈∆Edisp〉
+∆〈∆GQMPBSA〉−T∆〈∆SMM 〉. (4)
As a PPI test system, we consider here the interac-
tion between the BRC4 repeat of BRCA2 and the protein
RAD51, which is implicated, both in vitro and in vivo,
in the error-free repair of double-stranded DNA breaks
and hence necessary for the maintenance of genome stabil-
ity and ultimately the prevention of cancer (reviewed
in [13,14] and references therein). Figure 1 shows the high-
resolution crystal structure of BRC4 (residues K1517-
Q1551) bound to the core catalytic domain (E98-D339) of
RAD51 [15]. BRC4 binds to RAD51 using a series of polar
and non-polar contacts along the length of the peptide. It
has recently been reported that all BRC repeats contain
two binding hotspots, with distinct binding pockets in
RAD51 [16], one containing the tetramer 1524-FHTA-1527
within a β-hairpin (BRC4A: P1519-K1533; no density is
visible for the ﬁrst two residues), and the second contain-
ing the tetramer 1545-LFDE-1548 within the context of
an α-helix.
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Fig. 1: The RAD51-BRC4 interface. The RAD51 receptor is
shown in silver, the BRC4A peptide (P1519-K1533) in purple
and BRC4B (I1534-Q1551) in blue. The FHTA and LFDE
motif sidechains are depicted as sticks.
The dynamic behaviour of the RAD51-BRC4 complex
was investigated using MD simulations, performed with
the amber10 package [17]. Water molecules were treated
using the TIP3P force ﬁeld and all protein interactions
were described by the amber ﬀ99SB biomolecular force
ﬁeld [18]. Coulomb interactions were treated using the
Particle Mesh Ewald sum, with a real space cut-oﬀ of
10 A˚. The cut-oﬀ length for Lennard-Jones interactions
was also set to 10 A˚. Hydrogens were added to the X-ray
crystal structure of the RAD51-BRC4 complex [15] (PDB:
1N0W), and a short energy minimisation was performed
in vacuum to remove steric contacts. Water and sodium
counter-ions were added and the system was heated to
300K with weak harmonic restraints on the complex at
constant pressure (NPT ensemble). Finally, all restraints
were removed and the system was equilibrated for 2 ns at
300K, at the end of which the root-mean-square deviation
of the protein backbone atoms was converged and less than
2 A˚ relative to the original crystal structure. With a view
to separating the energetic contributions to binding of the
“FHTA” and “LFDE” motifs, we have removed all water
molecules from the ﬁnal equilibrated structure of RAD51-
BRC4 and truncated the BRC4 peptide to include only
the N-terminal 15 residues (P1519-K1533) that bind to
the RAD51 oligomerisation interface (RAD51-BRC4A).
Similarly, a RAD51-BRC4B system was created in which
only the C-terminal residues of BRC4 (I1534-Q1551)
were retained. RAD51 was terminated by –NH+3 and
–COO− groups and the BRC4 half-peptides by –NH+3 and
–CONH2 in accordance with experimental procedure [16].
The two systems, RAD51-BRC4A and RAD51-BRC4B,
were resolvated and, as above, were heated to 300K and
equilibrated for 2 ns. Production runs were performed,
lasting 24 ns for each complex and snapshots were saved
every 6 ps for MM-PBSA single trajectory analysis.
Table 1: Convergence of ∆G and ∆∆GQM (kcal/mol) with the
number of residues (N) in the RAD51 receptor included in
the free energy calculation compared to the full system (210
residues) for one snapshot of each of the RAD51-BRC4A and
RAD51-BRC4B systems. nPB is calculated separately for each
complex.
RAD51-BRC4A RAD51-BRC4B
N ∆GMM ∆GQM ∆GMM ∆GQM ∆∆GQM
33 −55.08 −63.05 – – –
69 −57.73 −66.97 – – –
163 −59.40 −65.57 −56.50 −68.46 −2.89
210 −59.48 −63.22 −56.87 −66.96 −3.74
Figure 2(a) shows typical snapshots from MD trajecto-
ries of the two systems. The BRC4A β-hairpin is stabilised
by a number of intra-peptide hydrogen bonds, as reported
in ref. [19]. The dominant RAD51-BRC4A inter-protein
hydrogen bonds are shown in ﬁg. 2(a) (Y191-H1525, D187-
S1528 and D187-K1530) and contribute to binding in
addition to hydrophobic interactions (most notably from
F1524 and A1527 which reside in hydrophobic pockets in
the receptor). The majority of the inter-protein hydro-
gen bonding in RAD51-BRC4B is found in the “LFDE”
hotspot proposed in ref. [16] (R254-L1545 and a hydrogen-
bonded network involving residues R247, R250, F1546
and E1548) and an additional hydrogen bond is formed
between residues E213 and S1538. Although there are no
large deviations from the crystal structure during the MD
simulations, the ﬂuctuations visible in ﬁg. 2(b) justify our
use of the dynamical trajectory as an input to the DFT
calculation, rather than the static crystal structure. As
is typical for biological systems, many of the inter-protein
hydrogen bonds are intermittent over long time scales. For
example, in the RAD51-BRC4A system, the Y191-H1525
backbone interaction is maintained throughout the simula-
tion, while the D187-S1528 sidechain interaction is present
for just 33% of the simulation and its contribution to the
stability of the complex would therefore not be captured
correctly by a static calculation.
We have performed both MM-PBSA and QM-PBSA
analyses of the relative free energies of binding of the two
half-peptides over the full 24 ns simulation, retaining 163
residues of the RAD51 receptor (a ∼2800 atom complex),
which introduces errors of less than 1 kcal/mol (0.04 eV) in
∆∆GQM (table 1). Classical free energy calculations were
carried out using the MM-PBSA post-processing module
in amber10. Inﬁnite non-bonded cut-oﬀs were used for
the MM contributions. For calculating the free energy of
solvation, dielectric constants of 1.0 and 80.0 were used
for the solute and solvent, respectively, and the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation was solved on a grid of spacing 0.5 A˚.
A spherical solvent probe of radius 1.4 A˚ and atomic radii
provided by the amber force ﬁeld were used for the
implicit solvent molecules and solute atoms, respectively.
The non-polar contribution to the free energy was calcu-
lated via ∆GSA = γSA, where SA is the solvent-accessible
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Fig. 2: (a) Snapshots from the RAD51-BRC4A and RAD51-BRC4B systems. The RAD51 receptor is shown in silver and inter-
protein hydrogen bonds in black. Isosurfaces of electron density gain upon binding, obtained from QM calculations, are shown
in red and loss in blue. (b) Inter-protein hydrogen bond distances as a function of time between selected residues.
surface area and γ is 0.0072 kcal/mol/A˚2. Entropic contri-
butions to binding from the solute species, were esti-
mated by normal mode analysis, using the NAB module
of amber10. The trajectory was sampled every 0.75 ns
and each snapshot was minimised in the generalised Born
implicit solvent model, using ﬁrst conjugate gradient and
then Newton-Raphson minimisation, until the root-mean-
square of the elements of the gradient vector was less than
10−10 kcal/mol/A˚. The harmonic frequencies of the vibra-
tional modes were calculated at 298K for these minimised
structures using normal mode analysis.
Quantum-mechanical calculations of total energies
were performed with the onetep program [6], using
the PBE gradient corrected exchange-correlation func-
tional [20]. Interactions between electrons and nuclei
were described by norm-conserving pseudopotentials.
The onetep program achieves computational cost that
scales linearly with the number of atoms by exploiting the
“near-sightedness” of the single-particle density matrix
ρ(r, r′) in non-metallic systems. The density matrix is
expressed in terms of a set of non-orthogonal generalised
Wannier functions (NGWFs) [21] that are localised in
real space:
ρ(r, r′) =
∑
αβ
φα(r)K
αβφ∗β(r
′), (5)
and the total energy is self-consistently minimised with
respect to both the density kernel Kαβ and the NGWFs
{φα(r)}. The NGWFs were expanded in a basis of periodic
cardinal sine (psinc) functions [22]. To investigate the
convergence of the gas phase binding energy ∆EQM
with psinc kinetic energy cut-oﬀ and NGWF radius, we
have considered one snapshot of the interaction between
the “FHTA” tetrapeptide and seven residues of RAD51
around the “FHTA” binding site (L186-A192). With
NGWF radii of 4.0 A˚, ∆EQM is converged to 1.6 kcal/mol
(0.07 eV), compared to radii of 4.8 A˚. Using these NGWF
radii, ∆EQM is converged to within 0.3 kcal/mol (0.01 eV)
with a psinc kinetic energy cut-oﬀ of 830 eV (when
compared to a cut-oﬀ of 1020 eV). The spherical cut-
oﬀ approach for Coulomb potentials [23] was used to
eliminate all interactions of the molecules with their
periodic images. Van der Waals interactions were included
Table 2: Comparisons of mean absolute deviations (kcal/mol)
of QM-PBSA (QM) and MM-PBSA (MM) from benchmark
calculations for several protein complexes. Shown in brackets
are the main interactions present, which are classed as charge-
charge (c), polar (p) or hydrophobic (h). N is the number of
snapshots sampled for each complex and Qrec and Qlig are the
charges of the receptor and ligand, respectively (e−).
Complex N Qrec Qlig QM MM
LDNV-ASGK (cph) 2 −1 +1 1.5 2.5
LDN-SGK (cp) 5 −1 +1 4.7 3.0
LDN-AGK (c) 5 −1 +1 1.2 3.6
LDNV-AS (p) 4 −1 0 1.1 0.6
AYA-FH (h) 5 0 0 1.9 0.8
by augmenting the DFT energy expression by damped
London potentials with parameters optimised speciﬁcally
for the PBE functional [12]. No optimisation of the MM
structures were performed prior to the energy calculations,
which assumes a representative sampling of the potential
energy landscape by the classical force ﬁeld.
Before moving to the full RAD51-BRC4 systems,
we ﬁrst validate our solvation model using small frag-
ments from the classical MD trajectory. Although it is
straightforward to compare the accuracy of QM and
MM gas phase binding energies, solution phase binding
energy comparisons are made more diﬃcult by the strong
dependence of ∆G on the cavitation models used not
only in PB calculations, but also in methods common in
quantum chemistry, such as the polarisable continuum
model (PCM). We therefore calculate the free energy of
binding of several representative protein fragments using
three methods, MM-PBSA, QM-PBSA and a direct DFT
approach, each using identical PCM solvation models.
Namely, a number of snapshots of small complexes
(listed in table 2), containing a mixture of charged, polar
and hydrophobic interactions, were extracted from the
RAD51-BRC4A trajectory and terminated by –NH+3 and
–COO− groups (ﬁg. 3(a)). As a benchmark calculation,
we compute directly the solution phase binding energy
of each complex in Gaussian 09 [24] using the PBE
exchange-correlation functional, a 6-311G* basis set, the
default PCM [25] and the counterpoise correction for the
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Fig. 3: (a) Examples of the AYA-FH and LDN-AGK complexes.
(b) Correlation of ∆G calculated by MM-PBSA (red)
and QM-PBSA (black) compared with benchmark results.
(c) Determination of nPB for two complexes from a power law
ﬁt to the classical ∆GPB against ∆EEL (grey crosses). For a
small number of snapshots, ∆GPB and ∆EEL are explicitly
calculated quantum mechanically (black) and compared to the
original MM results (red).
basis set superposition error, using the method described
in ref. [26]. All of these reference DFT energies were
augmented by damped London potentials calculated using
onetep [12]. The solution phase binding energy was also
calculated using the charges and vdW parameters from
the amber parm99SB force ﬁeld and the default PCM in
Gaussian 09. The correlation between the benchmark and
MM results are shown in ﬁg. 3(b) and the mean absolute
deviation of the MM results from the benchmarks for
each type of complex is listed in table 2. Interestingly, the
MM force ﬁeld appears to perform well for the smaller
fragments for which it has been parameterised, but the
deviations from the benchmark are in excess of 2 kcal/mol
(0.09 eV) for the larger complexes.
As described earlier, nPB was estimated from a best-ﬁt
line to a plot of ∆GPB against ∆EEL (ﬁg. 3(c)) for the
truncated complexes sampled 1000 times over the full 24 ns
trajectories. By also plotting the benchmark gas phase
binding energy and binding free energy of solvation on
ﬁg. 3(c), we can see that to a good approximation the QM
data lies on the power law curves that we have ﬁt to the
MM data, despite the lack of polarisation in the latter. We
therefore use eq. (3) and the DFT energy calculated within
Gaussian 09 to scale the MM solvation energy and provide
a QM-PBSA estimate to the total solution phase ∆G.
Figure 3(b) reveals that overall there is good correlation
between the QM-PBSA and benchmark calculations. The
deviations between −25 and −30 kcal/mol are due to
an overestimation of binding in the LDN-SGK complex,
which is dominated by Coulomb interactions (table 2).
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Fig. 4: (a) Convergence of ∆∆G=∆G(RAD51-BRC4B)−
∆G(RAD51-BRC4A) with the number of snapshots used in
the QM/MM-PBSA analysis. Convergence is improved by
correcting the evenly spaced sample set (points with error
bars) to better sample the full distribution of energetic and
dynamical properties (dashed lines). (b) Correlation between
the QM and MM total gas phase binding energies. MM-PBSA
overestimates the gas phase RAD51-BRC4B binding energy.
Interestingly, QM-PBSA performs better than MM-PBSA
for the largest complex studied here (LDNV-ASGK),
which contains a mixture of hydrophobic, polar and
charged interactions, similar to typical protein-protein
interfaces.
Turning now to the signiﬁcantly larger RAD51-BRC4
complexes, and using onetep to calculate the DFT
gas phase binding energies1, we ﬁnd that, in agreement
with in vitro enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays [16],
both BRC4A and BRC4B peptides display a similar
ability to compete the RAD51-BRC4 interaction. Using
a small set of equally spaced snapshots introduces a large
random error in ∆∆G (ﬁg. 4(a), points with error bars).
However, given that there is a strong correlation between
the QM and MM gas phase binding energies (ﬁg. 4(b)),
for every eight equally spaced snapshots, we also select
two snapshots chosen to minimise the diﬀerence between
properties of the sampled set (as calculated by MM) and
the high sample limit of the MM distribution. The chosen
properties are the mean and standard deviation of the free
energy of binding in solution and the fractional occupan-
cies of two intermittent hydrogen bonds (D187-S1528 and
D187-K1530 for RAD51-BRC4A and R254-L1545 and
R247-E1548 for RAD51-BRC4B). Using this sampling
technique, the sum of the gas phase and solvation contri-
butions to binding in QM-PBSA are converged to within
0.7 kcal/mol (0.03 eV) with respect to the number of snap-
shots sampled in both the BRC4A and BRC4B systems.
Despite the fact that BRC4A and BRC4B bind to diﬀerent
sites on the RAD51 surface, the gas phase entropic binding
energies of the two systems, estimated using normal
modes analysis, are numerically identical in the two cases
(T∆SMM =−39± 1 kcal/mol (−1.69± 0.04 eV)). Hence,
overall, QM-PBSA predicts that BRC4B is more strongly
bound in solution by 4.1 kcal/mol (0.18 eV) (compared
to 1.7 kcal/mol (0.07 eV) in MM-PBSA). Although there
is very good agreement between QM and MM gas phase
1A full QM simulation of a 2800 atom complex requires ∼1000
CPU hours on 2.4GHz Intel Nehalem processors.
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binding energies for BRC4A, this quantity is strongly
overestimated for BRC4B in the MM approach (ﬁg. 4(b)).
This behaviour is similar to two of the complexes
studied in the earlier solvation model validation. The
gas phase binding energy of the uncharged AYA-FH
complex was overestimated by the MM approach, leading
to a small overestimation of the total solution phase
binding energy, while the charged LDN-AGK complex
was well represented by the MM force ﬁeld in the
gas phase. We speculate that for the BRC4A ligand,
interactions are dominated by the Coulomb interactions
between oppositely charged receptor and ligand, which
are relatively easy to describe by point charge models,
but for the uncharged BRC4B ligand, charge transfer
and polarisation eﬀects, which are not accounted for in
the MM force ﬁeld may become important. Examples
of charge transfer at the two interfaces are shown in
ﬁg. 2(a). Finally, the average (maximum) magnitude
of the forces on all the atoms in the RAD51-BRC4B
complex are 18 kcal/mol/A˚ (140 kcal/mol/A˚) in amber
and 26 kcal/mol/A˚ (200 kcal/mol/A˚) in onetep, which
implies that no unphysical conformations are being
accessed by the classical force ﬁeld in this system.
In conclusion, we have presented a new approach that
allows the study of macromolecular complexes consist-
ing of thousands of atoms within DFT, opening the
way for a whole new level of understanding of biologi-
cally important systems, such as the behaviour of binding
hotspots at protein interfaces. First-principles approaches
are, by their nature, fully transferable to any biomolecu-
lar complex, including PPIs, small-molecule ligands and
systems containing transition metal ions, because they
include charge transfer and polarisation eﬀects. Further-
more, the DFT approach provides all of the electronic
structure information, for example optical absorption and
electronic transport properties [27], that have been used
extensively as experimental probes in areas such as mate-
rials science and biochemistry.
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